Records Solutions
BY AVENU INSIGHTS & ANALYTICS

EXPEDITE & ENHANCE YOUR
INDEXING PROCESS & WORKFLOW
From maps and marriage licenses to birth and death
certificates, vital records capture and propel your
community’s progress. But properly recording and
maintaining those entries becomes a crucial challenge
as the number of records — and your constituents’
service expectations — continually grow.
Streamline your day-to-day operations with Records
Solutions by Avenu. Our web-based system allows
recorders and clerks to consolidate entries into a
digital database that seamlessly indexes, files,
searches, images, redacts, and reports records in
compliance with constitutional requirements.
Modular and highly configurable, our Records
Solutions enable a flexible workflow that
adapts to growing communities of all sizes.

EASY INTEGRATION

INTUITIVE INTERFACE

MODERN MANAGEMENT

Our tools fit hardware,
software, systems, and
jurisdictions of all types.

Simple and streamlined,
Avenu’s solutions can be used
with zero training.

Instantly access archives on our
secure web-based system.
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Your Complete Suite of
Clearview Records Solutions
RECORDS MANAGER

Streamlined searching & storage
Boost efficiency in your day-to-day
operations by managing documents
digitally. Our web-based system
ensures national compliance and
alerts users to potential fraud.

DIGITAL PROCESSING SERVICES
Preserve your vital documents

Streamline your archival process by getting your paper
documents, case files, microfilm, microfiche, and aperture
cards professionally imaged, scanned, and indexed.

TITLE RECORDS MANAGEMENT
Premier provider of titles services

SUPER SEARCH

Quickly comb images & indexes
Accelerate your searches across
formats, systems, and devices. Avenu’s
powerful search engine connects with
your datasets to pull results from full
image text and indexes.

Index, digitize, and map your entire title plant in real time
with Avenu’s integrated online system. Our end-to-end
service supports intake, indexing, microfilming, mapping,
and more.

FEE COLLECTIONS

Centralize your violations processing
Manage traffic, conservation, and watercraft violations
from one streamlined system. Avenu’s approach increases
consistency and efficiency from initiation to disposition.

From the Experts Trusted by
Jurisdictions Nationwide
When state and local governments need support, they turn to Avenu. We support
mission-critical government operations with revenue enhancement programs and
administration software that’s backed by public sector expertise, making it easy to
serve citizens reliably, efficiently, and securely.
Ready to see how Avenu can support you? Request more information at
succeed@avenuinsights.com.
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